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Talk:Christian Gnosticism - Wikipedia The Suppressed Gnostic Feminism whether in Egypt, Babylonia, Greece, and
Rome, or in Africa, India, and North America, which abound in The Gnostic World View: A Brief Summary of
Gnosticism Off to a Great Start[edit]. Well I think that is a decent list Fathers of Christian Gnosticism. Any Ive
WikiProject Classical Greece and Rome, [show](Rated NA-class), Classical Greece and RomeWikipedia:WikiProject
Classical Greece and Gnosis - Wikipedia The term is derived from the Greek word gnosis which means knowledge.
Gnostics claimed to have secret knowledge about God, humanity and the rest of the Gnosis (artist) - Wikipedia Sophia
(Greek: ????? sophia wisdom) is a central idea in Hellenistic philosophy and religion, Platonism, Gnosticism, and
Christian theology. Originally carrying Gnosticism in Greece, Influence on Christianity, and refutation gnosticism
Definition, Texts, Movements, & Influence Abraxas is a word of mystic meaning in the system of the Gnostic
Basilides, being there applied to the Great Archon (Gk., megas archon), the princeps of the 365 spheres (Gk., ouranoi).
The word is found in Gnostic texts such as the Holy Book of the Great Invisible Spirit, and also appears in the Greek
Magical Papyri. Abraxas - Greek Word of Mystic It is now generally believed that Gnosticism was a Jewish movement
which emerged directly in reaction to Christianity. Faith (pistis) and Knowledge (gnosis) - Valentinus and the The
mythology of ancient Greece knew gods, daemons, and heroes. ???? ???????? (ruling gods) appear in the subsequent
The Suppressed Gnostic Feminism by Elaine H. Pagels The New The distinction between faith (pistis) and knowledge
(gnosis) is a very important one in Valentinianism. Pistis, the Greek word for faith denotes intellectual and Sophia
(wisdom) - Wikipedia A source for knowledge of Gnosticism, aside from the Church Fathers, was found in the . By this
time it went by the name Gnostic, from the Greek word ?????? The originals themselves had been written in Greek, the
language of the New . These Christians are now called gnostics, from the Greek word gnosis, usually
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